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This fabric seat deodorizer directly attacks and neutralizes smells trapped in
fabric seats, effectively removing smells when conventional products would fail.
The newly developed direct injection mechanism allows the deodorizing and
anti-bacterial compounds to penetrate directly into the inner structure of the 
cushioning to attack those stubborn smells from sweat, pets, tobacco, etc. to
provide a complete cleansing treatment for fabric seats.

Directions:
* first wipe down the whole seat with a wrung-out damp towel.
1. Shake well and unlock the nozzle. 
2. Press the direct injection nozzle directly into the fabric seat, spacing
injections by around 30 cm, 4-6 shots each for the seat and backrest, and 1-2
for the headrest. Each injection should be around 1 second.
3. Using the spray lever, spray over the entire seat surface from around 20 cm
away.
4. After spraying, wipe down the seat with a dry towel, and leave to dry
completely (at least 4 hours in summer, at least 12 hours in winter). 

ROOMPIA NIONAX - Direct Injection Fabric Seat Deodorizer
220ml

4975759021834

ZV9H57FJUKMLSNOV

02183

506 232 292W H D mm

Case dimension

6.5 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

L-83
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Pure House emits high class scent, which allows you to feel comfortable while
driving. You can also enjoy the well-designed stylish bottle.

Directions:
1. Remove the cap and take out the white inner seal.
2. Insert the included wick toward the bottom and put the cap back onto the 
container.
* Adjust the scent strength by turning the lid.

Pure House Musky
Musk 100ml

4975759011248

ZV9H57FJUKLLMOSV

01124

436 124 345W H D mm

Case dimension

6.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

K-55
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Pure House emits high class scent, which allows you to feel comfortable while
driving. You can also enjoy the well-designed stylish bottle.

Directions:
1. Remove the cap and take out the white inner seal.
2. Insert the included wick toward the bottom and put the cap back onto the 
container.
* Adjust the scent strength by turning the lid.

Pure House Oriental
Floral 100ml

4975759011255

ZV9H57FJUKLLMPPV

01125

436 124 345W H D mm

Case dimension

6.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

K-56
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

Pure House emits high class scent, which allows you to feel comfortable while
driving. You can also enjoy the well-designed stylish bottle.

Directions:
1. Remove the cap and take out the white inner seal.
2. Insert the included wick toward the bottom and put the cap back onto the 
container.
* Adjust the scent strength by turning the lid.

Pure House Pasion
Rose Bouquet 100ml

4975759011262

ZV9H57FJUKLLMQMV

01126

436 124 345W H D mm

Case dimension

6.0 kg

Case weight

20
Case unit

K-57
Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code
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* AROMA SHAMPOO
Herb floral fresh scent adding fruity scent.

Directions:
1. Unscrew the cap and remove the inner-cap.
2. Replace the cap.
3. Select a position where is clean and free of dust.
4. Place the product tightly with the double-sided tape.

GREAT AROMA
SHAMPOO 120g

4975759102472

ZV9H57FJULKMORMV

10247

410 195 250W H D mm

Case dimension

9.1 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code

* WHITE MUSK
Gently and glamorous floral fruity musk scent.

Directions:
1. Unscrew the cap and remove the inner-cap.
2. Replace the cap.
3. Select a position where is clean and free of dust.
4. Place the product tightly with the double-sided tape.

GREAT AROMA
MUSK 120g

4975759102489

ZV9H57FJULKMOSTV

10248

410 195 250W H D mm

Case dimension

9.1 kg

Case weight

30
Case unit

Control No.

Spec info.

JAN code


